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I

“Pissing on the ant/termite hill” 
A common Pangoll phrase meaning doing 
something that angers someone else. Which 
insect varies from tribe to tribe.



Pangolls
 

  Pangolls are hardy desert and savanna dwell-
ing beings that live in small, close knit communi-
ties. They are consummate tunnelers, creating ex-
tensive tunnel networks just beneath the ground, 
where they cultivate insects and eat a mash of the 
deep tap roots of the plants above. Above ground, 
the cactus orchards, ant, and termite mounds pro
vide the majority of their food. They have also been 
known to keep bees and use the honey in their 
healing medicine to make it more palatable and 
give much needed nutrition.

 Physical Description: Pangolls are short, 
sturdy, and well armored everywhere but their 
inner thighs up to their face which is covered with 
a soft fur. They have large flat tails that can be 
longer than they are tall. A pangoll’s ears are actu-
ally a group of specialized scales that act as 
pseudo ears as well as helping to disperse heat 
andand can be tucked against it head when in danger 
or to show aggression. Because of their mouth 
shape Pangolls have trouble speaking languages 
other than their own and are unable to raise their 
voice to yell. They use gestures of the tail for basic 
communication over larger distances.
 Pangoll scales come in a variety of warm earth 
tone colors ranging between reds, oranges, yel-
lows, and dull browns. Their fur is typically in a 
range of cream to tan. Males are typically a bit 
larger than females and have longer snouts, while 
females have smoother ears.

II

 Pangoll Racial Traits
+4 Constitution: Pangolls are armored and 
sturdy.
-2 Dexterity: Their armored stocky bodies and 
clawed hands and feet can be a challenge in 
delicate tasks.
-2-2 Intelligence: Pangolls lack formal education 
in their culture outside of the survival tactics 
needed to live day to day.
Medium: Pangolls are Medium creatures and 
have no bonuses or penalties due to their size.
LumberingLumbering Gait: Pangolls have a base speed of 
20 feet, but their speed is never modified by 
armor or encumbrance.
Natural Armor: A Pangoll’s scaly hide protect 
them, giving them a +1 natural armor bonus to 
their Armor Class.
DefenseDefense Curl: When threatened Pangolls can 
curl into a ball to protect their soft underbel-
lies. As part of using Total Defense they may 
gain a +4 Inherent bonus to their natural 
armor. During the curl, they are not permitted 
to attack or move, and they automatically fail 
Strength and Dexterity skill checks, spells with 
somaticsomatic components, reflex saves, and they 
lack line of sight. They may end this as part of 
a move or standard action.
Prehensile Tail: Pangolls have a long, flexible 
tail that can be used to carry objects. They 
cannot wield weapons with their tails, but they 
can retrieve small, stowed objects carried on 
their person as a swift action.
LanguagesLanguages: Pangolls begin play speaking 
Common and Pangollian. Pangolls with high In-
telligence scores can choose from the following: 
Dwarven, Orc, and Terran.



III

 Society: The scarcity of resources in Pangoll 
lands limits their societies to small, scattered tribal 
units with semi annual migrations routes. Tribal 
roles are typically split between agriculture care-
takers, magical healers, and a martial order for de-
fense. Herbalism is a vital life skill. Knowing how to 
get as much out of every thing plant is knowledge 
only a new born would be without. Poisons are very 
common, and seen as an acceptable norm. Being 
able to stop a dire lion with a few arrows is vital to 
survival. 
 Their healers, mostly druids and shamans, 
with a few witches on the fringes, use plant nectar 
or sap for their potions, either turning it into a 
honey lick substance, that a pangoll could easily 
lap up in one fluid motion, or a thick salve oint-
ment, to apply to wounded areas.
 The Pangoll have no centralized military and 
rely on warrior monks for defense from outsiders 
and natural threats. While conflict between tribes 
is not unheard, of it is normally limited to nonlethal 
skirmishes away from populated areas, and never 
involves harming non combatants or damaging re-
sources or infrastructure. Nonetheless rigorous 
andand disciplined training is kept up for the defense 
against dire beasts, especially incursions from dire 
termites which are historically rare but devastating 
to any area they attempt to expand to.
 Greed is frowned upon, and wasteful behavior 
is seen as a far greater threat than any enemy. De-
liberate misuse or waste of resources is their great-
est taboo and seen as an attack on the whole of the 
people. 

 This need for utilizing all available re-
sources is the root of their rituals surround-
ing the treatment of the dead. The remains of 
the fallen are carefully prepared in hushed 
ceremonies and broken down into useful 
parts. Scales and bones are given to the family 
and close friends for use in making heirloom 
items, which often contain parts from an 
entire lineage. Non-preservable remains are 
brought to productive gardens and used to 
fertilize the plants, making a Pangoll’s last act 
on the mortal world one of providing for his 
people. 
 The exception to these death rights is the 
Garden of The Fallen where the bones of their 
most honored warriors are kept. Geomancers 
embed the bones of a great and mighty war-
rior into stone and carve a new body for them 
which is in turn imbued with necromantic 
power so that they can be called back into ser-
vice for their people in their time of greatest 
need. Few ever receive this honor, and The 
Fallen have only ever been called into service 
once, during the first dire termite invasion. 
Despite the social acceptance of necromancy 
it is not widely practiced as it is considered a 
sacred practice to be used only with the 
utmostutmost respect for the dead and in times of 
great need. Misuse of necromancy or showing 
any disrespect for the remains of  the dead is 
considered abhorrent.



IV

 Adventurers: Pangoll adventures are ex-
ceeding rare compared to most races, and tend 
to only involve themselves with lands bordering 
or near by their own outside of extraordinary 
events in the world. When Pangolls do leave 
their lands, it is normally to find new resources 
that their tribe could make use of such as new 
kindskinds of medicine or plants. Some are just 
struck by wanderlust or the call of adventures 
not found in their homeland. 
 Most Pangoll adventures will make return 
trips home to share what they have found, even-
tually settling down and rejoining the tribe full of 
wild unbelievable stories to entertain the young 
with. Pangolls do not often participate in wars, 
but on the occasions they do they excel in siege 
breaking tactics thanks to their history of deal-
ing with dire termites.

 Male Names: Mahkah, Ahote, Honaw, Lapu, 
Tupi, Viho, Yahto

 Female Names: Aponi, Chepi, Kaya, Nadie, 
Onatah, Rayen, Takhi

 Relations: Pangoll lands have no major re-
sources and do not lie along any trade routes, so 
it is rare they encounter other races. They are 
cautious of outsiders but will generally treat 
them with a friendly curiosity. Most Pangolls 
only speak their own tribal language, so com-
munication is difficult unless one of the rare ad
venturous Pangolls happens to have returned 
and be in the same area. 
 A typical encounter of someone who wan-
ders into Pangoll land is being treated to a meal, 
poked, touched, giggled at by young ones, and 
then pointed or led to the nearest way out as the 
person is most likely lost. The exception to this 
is if an outsider is seen wearing anything made 
from Pangoll hide or bones. Anyone seen wear-
ing such is considered an imminent threat and 
eliminated.
 Pangolls are largely ignorant of the politics 
and conflicts between other races, and are un-
aware of prevailing stereotypes. As such adven-
turous Pangolls can be found keeping company 
happily with anyone who happens to share his 
goals or values regardless of race.

 Alignment and Religion: Pangolls have no 
exposure to formal religions and practice ances-
tor worship in varying degrees. Heirlooms made 
from the remains of their elders and ancestors 
are revered and act as their religious symbols 
and artifacts, as well as a history of their geneal-
ogy. Scale heirlooms are common and passed 
down at young ages to teach respect and re-
sponsibility. Bone and claw are much more rare 
are reserved for honored members of the family 
or presented for great deed and coming of age. 
 Druidic and necromantic magics are viewed 
sacred practices to care for the living and hon-
ored dead respectively. Geomancy aspects of 
druidism, unless directly involved in rituals, is 
viewed as utilitarian and widely practiced.
 The Pangoll's need to keep their society 
stable and balanced in their harsh homelands 
means most are Lawful Neutral. Traveling Pan-
golls who learn of religions and gods tend to 
favor Lawful Neutral or Lawful Good. Erastil is a 
common choice, while Irori tends to be popular 
among the warrior monks.
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Racial Feats

Roll Out
 Pangolls who have trained their bodies exten-
sively are able to make movements even when 
curled into a defensive ball.
 Prerequisites: Pangoll, Defensive Curl, 
BAB+1
 Benefit: When a Pangoll uses the Defensive 
Curl ability, it may Move, take a five foot step, 
successfully make reflex saves as normal, and 
make acrobatics checks. 

Ball Rush
  After great amounts of training some Pangolls 
are able to make use of their tails to attack and 
move while maintaining a curled defensive ball.
 Prerequisites: Tail Slam, Roll Out, BAB+5
  Benefit: While within the Defense Curl, you 
are allowed to take an attack action to either Tail 
Slap a single adjacent opponent, or perform a 
Rush. To perform a Rush, you may move up to 
your speed, and attack. The Rush may be consid-
ered a charge if it qualifies.

Tail Slam
 Some Pangolls have trained their tail and can 
use it effectively as a weapon.
 Prerequisites: Pangoll, Prehensile Tail, Im-
proved Unarmed Strike
 Benefit: The Pangoll gains a Tail Slap natural 
weapon (Primary, 1d8 Blunt damage).

Child of the Earth
 Some Pangolls are excellent diggers even 
among a race built for tunneling, burrowing 
through softer areas of earth as if it were hardly 
there.
 Prerequisite:Pangoll
  Benefit: A pangoll may gain a Burrow speed 
at half of its base speed, which means that it may 
move through soft earth by pushing it aside. It 
may choose if the tunnels collapse behind it as it 
does so, however these tunnels will never last 
more than an hour in busy areas if you choose to 
leave them open for your allies. Reinforcing them 
asas a quick bunker requires a minute for every five 
feet that it would prefer to keep open, and rein-
forcing it may not protect it from collapsing under 
strain.

Hardened Hide
 Properly treated a Pangoll's scaly hide can 
become even stronger and more resistant to 
damage than normal.
 Prerequisites: Pangoll, Natural Armor
 Benefit: Its Natural Armor increases by 2.

Reflexive DefenseReflexive Defense
 Well trained Pangolls are able to roll into their 
defensive position in an instant in reaction to an 
unexpected threat.
 Prerequisites: Reflex Save +5
  Benefit: Once per day, at the start of the sur-
prise round of an encounter, a player may initiate 
a Total Defense as a swift action, even if it were 
not able to participate in the surprise round.
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Alternative Racial Traits

  Tree Climbers: The descendants of those who 
cultivated the forests have adapted into light, athlet-
ic climbers who's culture deviated so far from the 
cousins on the savanna to be almost unrecognizable. 
They are leaner and more dexterous than standard 
Pangolls, and have larger more frilled ears. Their col-
oration is more bright and vivid than standard. 
 The abundance of natural resources available 
created a culture made up of large hedonistic tribes 
who spend their time in game and sport, a stark con-
trast to their desert and savanna cousins. Tree 
Climbers see the forests as their birthright and live 
easygoing lives without fear of wanting for food or 
shelter. They prefer to live and sleep in the trees, 
takingtaking what they need from the abundance around 
them, than building settlements and working the 
earth. Tree Climbers and the only Pangolls who hunt 
for sport, using the hides for leather and taking tro-
phies from their kills, but largely wasting the rest of 
the animal. Recently a young Pangladeshian negoti-
ated the rights to collect the remains of the kills are 
take them out to the savanna.
 +2 CON, +2 DEX, -2 INT; Climb: Climb Speed 
20ft

 Deep Diggers: Smaller and even more compact 
than standard Pangolls the deep diggers spend 
almost their whole lives underground, digging vast 
networks far into the earth. They are very territorial 
of their rot-farms used to cultivate fungus, worms, 
and insects, and their ears are only a small semi 
circle ridge around their ear holes making them 
appearappear to be more aggressive. They have a darker, 
more drab coloration than standard, with a much 
higher occurrence of browns.
 Deep Diggers live as family units instead of 
tribes and once the young reach maturity they leave 
to find a mate and carve out their own burrow. While 
other Pangolls see this as anti-social behavior, 
among the Deep Diggers it is considered a very ro-
mantic time in their lives.
 +2 CON, +2 WIS, -2 INT, Darkvision: 120ft,  
Stonecunning

 Large Ones: The most nomadic and longest 
lived on the Pangolls. Taller and thicker than 
standard Pangolls by about a foot, with much 
smaller ears and colors in a more greyish hue. 
Large Ones spend their life on the move, careful 
not to overtax any one area. They are mainly sol-
itary, pairing up only to mate and raise the 
young until they can survive on their own.young until they can survive on their own.
 Large Ones build no settlements or crafts 
and subsist on what they can find in the wild 
and what others will trade for their services. 
Being larger and stronger they are often sought 
out for heavy labor work or to clear out a pack of 
predators that have settled too close to a tribe. 
They are stoic and humble about the niche they 
fillfill in the larger society, and are regarded favor-
ably by the other Pangolls.
 +2 CON, +2 STR, -2 INT, Improved Natural 
Armor: Additional +1AC
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The Pangoll Territories

Desert Savanna
   The majority of the Pangoll territories are 
made up of dry arid grasslands dotted with trees 
and rocky barren areas. There is spare infre-
quent rain through out the year, and the vegeta-
tion that grows in these lands are as stoic and 
though as those who rely on them. Medium 
sized game and their predators roam the land 
and while not normally hunted the lack of natu-
ral resources keeps their numbers in check. 
 Among the grass, shrubs, and occasional 
tree, are fruit bearing cactus that can be found 
in large cultivated areas farmed by the Pangoll. 
These areas are kept clear of any other plants 
that would compete for the little fertility and 
water to be had. Typically grass fields are kept 
near by to be cut and dropped in the cactus 
patchespatches to help increase the nutrient content of 
the dry soils. The rocky barren areas throughout 
the Savanna serve as the source for stone used 
in the crafts of the Pangolls.

Tree Climber Forests
 Some areas within the Pangoll territories, 
due to variations in geography and elevation, 
naturally get more rain than other areas. Long 
ago resilient forests were cultivated in these 
places to take advantage of this and provide 
areas near and within the otherwise dry and arid 
region with organic resources. In time these 
areasareas grew to become lush and productive with-
out much input from the inhabitants and are 
now a firmly established niche in the environ-
ment.
 Fruit, fungus, and insects are all widely 
available for the taking as well as small game. 
The soil is well developed and rich with organic 
material. The forests tend to be on elevated, hilly 
areas and offer fantastic views of the neighbor-
ing savanna. While rich in life, the forests are 
poor in good sources of ore and stone. The 
groundground immediately below the forests were 
mined out prior to their planting and the inhabi-
tants of the forests must import anything they 
can't grow from their plants. These hollow, 
mined out areas now serve as reservoirs for 
water that help sustain the forest.

The Deep
  Throughout the Pangoll territories there are 
networks of tunnels and burrows used by its in-
habitants, but there exists a second network of 
vast and extensive ways known as The Deep. The 
Deep is its own subterranean world of tunnels 
and caves woven together in an elaborate lattice-
work of paths that cover the whole of the territo
ries and go deeper than anyone living knows. The 
tunnels are riddled with burrows where Deep Dig-
gers have carved out their homes and hunting 
grounds from the earth and zealously defend 
them from trespassers. Navigating The Deep 
without stumbling into an occupied area is all but 
impossible as it is constantly being reshaped 
either naturally or intentionally and disputes are 
frequent, though almost never have lethal conse-
quences.
 The Deep is comparatively rich is geologic re-
sources like gems and ore compared to the rest of 
the territories and mining is a common occupa-
tion. Most burrows have a rot farm where worms, 
larva, and maggots are cultivated for food, as well 
as various kinds of fungus. There is small bur-
rowing game to be had but hunting can be a diffi
cult process unless one is knowledgeable of the 
surrounding area and all the twists and turns the 
prey has available. Pools of water are not uncom-
mon to be found in the deep and are one of the 
few resources that are treated as communal and 
have open access for anyone to use as long as it is 
not fouled.



Pangladesh
  As the only permanently occupied settlement 
in the Pangoll territories, Pangladesh (named by a 
lost trade caravan that stumbled onto it) serves as 
an important meeting place for trade and large 
cultural events. Built almost entirely out of stone 
from geomancy, Pangladesh is by far the largest 
population in the Pangoll lands. Located between 
thethe center of the territories and the forests of the 
tree climbers it is a regular stop along most tribe's 
migratory routes.
 Trade largely revolves around exchanging sur-
pluses and providing services. Tree Climbers bring 
in lumber and food, while Deep Diggers bring up 
gems and what little metal ores are available for 
mining underground. Fine stone tools of all kinds 
are widely available, and specialty services for 
tribes lacking skills prosper. A major draw are the 
theaterstheaters and stages provided for story tellers to 
recite old favirotes and adventurers to tell new 
tales of distant lands.

 Lapu: An enterprising young Pangoll who se-
cured a waste disposal agreement with the Tree 
Climber tribes. The refuse is brought to a soldier 
fly farm where he mass produces larva to trade in 
his home town of Pangladesh. In addition to his 
main location he has small outposts along migra-
tory routes to feed travelers. While Pangolls lack a 
formal currency Lapu has amassed an enormous 
collection of items and gems and is largely consid-
ered the most wealthy individual in all the Pangoll 
Territories.

 The Council: The Council it the governing 
body of Pangladesh and is made up of elders from 
the various tribes who have grown too old or weak 
to continue the semiannual migrations. Aside 
from over seeing the affairs of the city they are 
often sought out for advice or to act as mediators 
in disputes over territory and resource access. 
WhileWhile they have no means of enforcing their deci-
sions there are generally deferred to out of respect 
and tradition.

VIII

Nation: Pangoll Territories

Size: Small Town

Population: 1,200 (Permanent 150 
Pangoll, 100 Tree Climber, 50 Deep 
Digger; Transient 900)

Government: Council

AlignmentAlignment: Lawful Neutral

Qualities: Prosperous, Rumormonger-
ing Citizens

Notable NPCs: Lapu, The Council

Marketplace: Base Limit 1,300 gp; 
Purchase Limit 7,500 gp; Spellcasting 
4th; Minor Items 3d4; Medium Items  
1d6

Languages: Pangollian, Common

Corruption +0; Crime +0; Economy +1; 
Law -2; Lore -1; Society +3



IX

Customs

Scale Engraving
  Decorating one's scales is an important 
part of the Pangoll culture and takes place in 
two ways. The first is painting the scales for 
social and cultural events with common min-
eral based pigments. These are temporary and 
will fade within a day or two unless reapplied. 
For this method scales are painted a solid 
color,color, individual scales are often painted dif-
ferent colors to create patterns. This method is 
also sometimes used to identify teams for 
games of sport or ranks in battle.
 The second method of scale decoration is 
more permanent and elaborate. Pangolls will 
have scales engraved and the engravings col-
ored with vibrant rich pigments made from 
rarer minerals and crushed insect shells. The 
engravings are intricate and detailed, done by 
skilled artisans, and take a great deal of time 
toto do. Because of the time and skilled labor in-
volved accumulating engraved scales is some-
thing that is done over a lifetime, and seen 
both as a symbol of status and as a gift to the 
next generation as engraved scales play an im-
portant part in heirloom creation. The symbols 
engraved can have a variety of meanings. 
Some are markers relating to family and tribal 
ties, while others are tokens of the accom-
plishments of the individual or mementos of 
important shared experiences between friends 
or lovers. Engravings for purely aesthetic rea-
sons is considered tacky and vain and is a sign 
of either insecurity or ego.

Heirloom Making
  Creating heirlooms out of the remains of 
loved ones is an almost universally practiced 
tradition of the Pangolls. After their death a 
Pangoll's body is prepared and separated into 
useful components and distributed to their 
family and dear friends. The elder of the tribe 
acts as a living will in cases of an individual 
wantingwanting certain parts to go to certain people, 
or from withholding remains from someone. 
Asking for remains to be withheld is a serious 
mater and typically has conditions that must 
be resolved before anything is distributed. 
Withholding remains with no conditions is 
very rare and only happens in cases of serious 
betrayal.betrayal.

 The perceived value of the remains de-
pends on a number of factors. First and fore-
most is quantity of availability. Unengraved 
scales and pieces of hide are the most plentiful 
and are often used when helping children 
learn to create heirlooms. Claws, special 
scales such as those composing the ears, and 
engraved scales hold more value and  are re-
served for pieces made by master crafters and 
are kept by those closest to the departed. 
These are also typically what are given in 
coming of age practices to show that the young 
adult is now ready to take on more responsi-
bility. 
 A third level of value is placed on any part 
that would have special meaning between an 
individual and the departed. Examples of 
these would be someone who got a matched 
pair of engraved scales with the departed, A 
cracked or broken claw from a fight may be 
given to the opponent if relations improved at 
a a later time between the two, or any other im-
perfection that arose from a shared experience 
with the departed. These items are the most 
treasured and in many cases are not even 
made part of an heirloom, and are instead just 
kept some place where they can be held and 
remembered.
 Crafted Heirlooms can be anything from 
jewelry, to musical instruments, to ceremonial 
tools. While there is a desire to, and a common 
practice of, created your own heirlooms, it is 
understood that not everyone is skilled in such 
things. Being asked for help in the creation of 
such items is a great honor, and those who are 
expertlyexpertly skilled in such things are widely re-
spected and sought out for work with mean-
ingful pieces. While selling or trading the ser-
vice of crafting is accepted, the trade or sale of 
heirlooms themselves is among the greatest of 
taboos in the Pangoll culture.
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Diet and Agriculture

Cactus
  The savanna's primary perennial crop, 
Spiky Fruit Cactus are cultivated in large open 
groves for both the fruit, pads, and spines. 
This plant is well adapted to the desert condi-
tions on the Pangoll territories and requires 
only very light care to flourish. The sweet fruit 
is a favorite treat when in season and many 
tribestribes hold small celebrations around the time 
of their harvests. The Pads provide a reagent 
for medicine as well as a nutritious if bland 
stock for soups. The stiff thick spines are col-
lected and used in a variety of tools. The flow-
ers attract bees and other beneficial insects 
that serve as food and ingredients for medicine 
and pigments.

Insects
 Pangolls make wide use of the insects that 
inhabit their lands. Ants and termites are 
abundant and make up a large portion of their 
protein intake. Ant hills and termite hills are 
regularly fed upon along a rotational schedule 
to allow time to repair and repopulate to 
ensure a steady supply of food is available. 
BeesBees are kept and looked after for pollination, 
wax, and honey. Hard shelled insects serve as 
both food and components for pigments and 
medicine as do arachnids like spiders and 
scorpions. 

Honey
 Honey is an important source of calories 
and serves as the base for much of the Pan-
goll's medicine, aiding with binding, palatabili-
ty, and nutrition. Mead is a popular drink, but 
because of the resources, time, and effort in 
brewing it is only enjoyed on special occasions, 
but it is enjoyed to the fullest at these times.

Fungus
  In burrows, and especially in The Deep, 
many kinds of fungus are grown to supple-
ment dietary needs and provide many potent 
ingredients for medicines. In The Deep mush-
rooms make up a large percentage of con-
sumed calories because of the easy of cultiva-
tion in the dark, damp environment.

Fruit
  The forests of the Tree Climbers has an 
abundant supply of a wide variety of fruits. 
These are enjoyed fresh as pulp and juices, or 
dried and crushed into powders to be added to 
other foods. With more resources and free 
time, the Tree Climbers are able to produce 
wines and partake of them freely. Forest wines 
andand fruit powders are a popular item in the 
markets of Pangladesh.

Eggs
 Although rare some Pangolls keep laying 
poultry purchased from wandering merchants 
who pass through the Pangoll territories. The 
eggs from these birds are a highly prized food-
stuff, but due to the harsh conditions of the 
land efforts to breed birds on a larger scale 
have been unsuccessful. Reptile eggs are also 
soughtsought after, but difficult to find and impossi-
ble to raise domestically for production.

Lapu’s Larva
 Lapu, the young, industrious Pangladesh 
native, has set up outposts throughout the 
territories where one can go to trade for bowls 
of cheap but yummy larva. Lapu imports the 
waste from the Tree Climber tribes, the only 
Pangoll tribes with the luxury to actually pro-
duce waste, and uses it to cultivate a massive 
swarmswarm of soldier flies. These flies are incredi-
ble reproducers and their larva can eat just 
about anything other than bone. The larva are 
collected just before they are able to mature, 
dried out, and shipped around the territories 
to his various outposts. In Pangladesh you can 
get bowls of Lapu's Larva still fresh and 
squirming do to the proximity to the produc-
tion site. 
 As a special service, and a bit to stay in 
good favor with the tribes who view his venture 
as questionable, Lapu's outposts give out the 
left over bones from his swarm feeding pits to 
the young of the tribes so they can practice 
crafting heirlooms without worry of ruining 
their ancestor's remains. This is also ques-
tionedtioned by the elders of the tribes, but as of yet 
is tolerated.
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Plot Hooks and Adventure Ideas

The Great White Hunter
  A poacher from distant lands is on the 
hunt for exotic pelts, and he doesn't care if the 
current owners are sapient or not. The only 
thing more fearsome than his deadly skills are 
his unwavering tenacity and relentless deter-
mination to have your hide.

Dire Termite Invasion
 Dire Termites have made another incur-
sion into Pangoll lands. You must take the 
fight to them from the towering mounds of 
their earthwork fortress to their holdings in 
The Deep and exterminate them. 

Too Deep
 The Deep Diggers uncovered something 
horrible below the savanna and are fleeing The 
Deep en mass. Investigate the situation and 
find out what has them so frightened.

Black Memories
  You find seemingly discarded heirloom 
while traveling, Its scales are jet black and pol-
ished smooth as glass. Find someone who can 
tell you more about this mysterious object.

Twisted Fire Starter
  Tribe elders are warning of a seeming 
insane Deep Digger setting fires in the Savan-
na grass lands. His elaborate escape routes 
into The Deep have foiled all attempts to cap-
ture him and leave his insane ramblings echo-
ing in the ears of any who try. A substantial 
reward has been offered to anyone who can 
bring him in.

Lord of the Flies
 After meeting the famous Lapu in Pangla-
desh he has a favor to ask. Someone is sneak-
ing into his swarm pits and stealing the bones 
left over from feeding the fly larva. He suspects 
someone is secretly practicing necromancy 
with the remains. Catch the thief and discover 
what they are doing with all the bones they 
steal.
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Pangoll Siege Tactics Pangoll Siege Equipment

  Golin Cannon - 550 gp / 4d6 / 150ft (100 
ft Minimum) The Golin Cannon is a cannon 
that uses Pangoll's curled in there protective 
ball forms as a means to fire Pangoll forces 
over walls and also as a means to destroy 
walls. Its size makes it hard for most creatures 
to aim it. Thus, a Medium creature takes a –4 
penaltypenalty on attack rolls when using a ballista, 
and a Small creature takes a –6 penalty. It 
takes a creature smaller than Large two 
full-round actions to reload the cannon after 
firing. 
 The Pangoll fired must roll a Strength 
check and pass a DC of 15 to remain in ball 
form while being projected in mid air. If the 
Pangoll fails the check it will take 4d6 plus fall 
damage when it hits a target. If the Pangoll 
succeeds the check it will strike it's target 
taking no damage from the impact and cause 
4d6+Str+Half4d6+Str+Half the Pangoll's Level to the target 
it hits. However once it strike's it's target, the 
Pangoll will remain in it's protective ball form 
due to recoil and will be considered Prone for 
the next round of combat.
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Fantasycraft
Samll: (1x1) base spd 20
+4 CON, -2 DEX, -2 INT
Sterner Stuff: The keen quality of each attack 
made against you decreases by 4.
ThickThick Hide 3: you are considered to be wearing 
partial armor that provides DR 3. It does not stack 
with other armor, if you gain Thick Hide from other 
sources it offers the highest DR + 1 per additional 
hide benefit.
Low Light Vision: you ignore the effects of dim and 
faint light.

3.53.5

4E
Average Height: 4'2" - 4'8"
Average Weight: 160-220 lb.

Size: Medium
Speed: 4 squares
Vision: Low-Light
LanguagesLanguages: Pangolli and Common
Natural Armor: You have +1 AC as natural armor.
Prehensile Tail: You have full control of your tail 
and may use it as an additional arm.
Burrow: You can travel through soft earth at a 
speed of 2 squares.
Defense Curl: You have the Defense Curl power.

Desert PangollDesert Pangoll
Ability Scores: +2 Con, +2 Wis
Skill Bonuses: +2 Endurance, +2 Nature

Forest Pangoll
Ability Scores: +2 Con, +2 Dex
Skill Bonuses: +2 Acrobatics, +2 Nature

Defense Curl
YouYou curl up into a ball to protect your exposed front 
and buy yourself time.
Encounter, Minor Action, Personal
Effect: The user curls into a defensive ball form, 
while maintaining this form a creature cannot take 
any actions, but receives Resist 5 to all damage. 
This form can be ended as a free/minor action.
Level 11: Resist 10 to all damage.Level 11: Resist 10 to all damage.
Level 21: Resist 15 to all damage
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Cz

zito-is-neato.deviantart.com

zitoisneato.tumblr.com/
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Cz’s Friend
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Indonesian Gentleman

carriontrooper.deviantart.com


